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The most immediate pressures of the long economic downturn may be
gone. However, banks and other financial services providers still face
dramatic changes in everything from the nature of the competition to the
expectations of their customers.

Key Findings
■ A rapidly changing business environment, including increasing costs, means that many banks

cannot achieve adequate return on equity to invest in the new systems, services, people and
products they will need to remain competitive, particularly in developed markets.

■ Usability will prove to be more important for consumer acceptance of banks' mobile apps than
the absolute strength of authentication systems.

■ Regulation and digital customer strategies driven by the Nexus of Forces create conflicting
demands for centralization and localization of functionality and data.

■ The role of the hybrid digital wallet model is becoming more important as a means of dealing
with network economics and improving margins by limiting reliance on complex cross-industry
ecosystems (with associated revenue-sharing agreements damaging margins).

Recommendations
■ Rigorously separate commoditized from differentiating activities at every level (IT architecture,

applications, services and products).

■ Explore the broader options for strong identification of customers in a mobile environment,
including a wider focus on location and other non-hardware-based biometric authentication
solutions.

■ Standardize and centralize data, applications and governance wherever it is both possible and
appropriate, but embrace heterogeneity with hybrid approaches that balance centralization with
decentralization.
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■ Use hybrid credentialing approaches to reduce your bank's current dependency on cross-
industry models for proximity payment solutions.
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Strategic Planning Assumptions
By 2016, poor return on equity will drive more than 60% of banks worldwide to process the majority
of their transactions in the cloud.

By 2015, 50% of bank mobile apps will be accessed using partly or entirely proprietary device
authentication systems rather than bank authentication systems.

By 2015, conflicting regulatory, cloud, information, mobility and social networking demands will
force hybrid IT and data strategy adoption by large banks.

By 2018, Tier 1 banks will compete to sell payment services to nonbank digital wallet providers,
increasing the fragmentation of the digital wallet marketplace.

Analysis

What You Need to Know

The banking and investment services industry has weathered the immediate impacts of the
worldwide financial crisis, although cleanup continues in the aftermath of the storm. The crisis has
transformed the industry in large and small ways, as waves of mergers and consolidations have
been followed by an extended period of more conservative behaviors and the need to tighten
budgets. At the same time — and as was discussed in "Predicts 2013: External Forces Will
Increasingly Challenge Banks and Investment Services Firms," increased customer demand and
competition, partly resulting from the Nexus of Forces, further limit banking and investment services
firms' ability to return to business as usual. Financial services providers must grapple with a
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continually changing environment that will force them to alter fundamental aspects of the ways they
conduct business — in terms of both external customers and counterparties — as well as the
internal processes that have been at the heart of their long-standing competitive positioning.

Gartner's 2014 predictions for the banking and investment services industry reflect these struggles.
During the next several years, we expect financial services providers to face fundamental changes
in many aspects of their business and IT operations, driven by three key trends:

■ Increasing customer influence. Bank customers — from mass-market retail customers to
corporate clients — continue to gain power and control in their relations with their financial
services providers. This ongoing shift involves both the ability to access alternative sources of
financial services and the use of technology to broaden the range of capabilities, products, and
services they want and demand. Banks cannot simply stand by and ignore this shift, but must
respond by innovating and opening up processes, products and services to increase flexibility,
and by taking steps to satisfy customers' needs on their own terms. The era of using the
position and authority of the financial institution to force customers to play by the bank's rules is
fading rapidly, if it is not already over.

■ Declining control of process. Banks must open up their processes and supply chains in new
ways to retain and enhance competitiveness. The tendency of banking and investment services
firms, especially larger institutions, to maintain total control and management of end-to-end
business processes at every level does not enable the flexibility needed to create more dynamic
cost structures and delivery models. Financial institutions need to take a more analytical and
realistic approach to systems, process, risk management and ownership to adapt effectively to
changes in market demand. This type of process dynamism is also necessary to capitalize on
emerging technologies (see "Hype Cycle for Digital Banking, 2013" and "Hype Cycle for Open
Banking, 2013") that offer cost savings but require changes in the institutional mindset.

■ The need for enhanced adaptability. Uniting these first two elements is the reality of
continued but uncertain change. In many ways, the banking and investment services industry
has changed remarkably little during the past several hundred years. Automation may have
enhanced the speed, efficiency and reliability of key processes, but the value chain of how
banks handled money and served clients has been remarkably constant. This period of stasis is
now over.

From the nature of money itself (see "Hype Cycle for the Future of Money, 2013") to the role of the
financial services provider in business and commerce, we are now in a period of unprecedented
disruption to business models, processes, and value chains within and linked to traditional banking
and investment services firms. Banks are not generally known for being overly innovative. The term
"fast follower" is often more appropriate. However, this reactive mode is no longer sufficient to
enable success, or even ensure survival. Banks, and particularly their IT organizations, must
become far more responsive and agile to changes in the environment and their competitive
landscape. New ways of doing business, and new methods of managing and developing the IT at
the core of much of what banking and investment services firms do every day, are critical to future
success.
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All of Gartner's predictions for 2014 — and beyond — address specific elements of these three
themes.

Strategic Planning Assumptions

Strategic Planning Assumption: By 2016, poor return on equity will drive more than 60% of banks
worldwide to process the majority of their transactions in the cloud.

Analysis by: Peter Redshaw, David Furlonger and David Schehr

Key Findings:

■ A rapidly changing business environment, including increasing costs, means that many banks
cannot achieve adequate return on equity to invest in the new systems, services, people and
products they will need to remain competitive, particularly in developed markets.

■ The ongoing fragmentation of customer demand and customer expectations requires multiple
and rapidly changing banking delivery models and introduces new, nontraditional and extremely
aggressive competitors. Traditional delivery models, including retail branch operations, can
continue to be profitable, but demand for these models will be reduced.

■ Cloud-based outsourcing can underpin the new, transformational strategies that are needed
and that deliver benefits either directly (giving access to new technologies) or indirectly (freeing
internal resources to focus on new technologies).

■ Some regulatory bodies are beginning to relax their historically very cautious attitudes toward
the use of cloud-based outsourcing by banks.

■ Different banks' strategies will emphasize different technologies and approaches (for example,
mobility, apps and Web application programming interfaces, business process monitoring,
business intelligence, analytics, big data, and social media). Any strategy will, however, need to
be underpinned by a much greater use of cloud-based outsourcing.

Market Implications:

Banks and investment firms must be able to achieve profit margins that deliver a return on equity of
at least 14% (that is, the cost of capital under the terms of the Basel III Accord, plus 1%; see Figure
1 for an overview of major banks' return on equity). Those firms that cannot break through this
widely recognized ceiling will not survive in the developed markets, where higher capital ratios,
financial deleveraging, the higher cost of funding, reduced fee income and higher provisions for
"misselling" and other scandals have, in many cases, reduced return on equity to a single-digit
level. It is important to note that many of the allegedly better-performing banks (for example,
China's "big four") operate in essentially artificial environments where they benefit from special
conditions, such as government limits on the interest they must pay on deposits.
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Figure 1. Top 100 Banks* by Market Cap (2013)
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To survive and thrive in this new business environment, banks will need to adopt new and
transformative operating models that can deliver major cost savings, and improve performance and
customer satisfaction. Banks must accept that many of their current in-house processes and
services are commoditized activities. They must work to identify the few differentiating activities
where they have special, value-adding propositions to offer and the unique internal capabilities to
deliver them, then concentrate internal resources on these. They must then ensure a strict
separation of those differentiating activities in terms of IT architecture, applications, services and
products, and optimize the commodity processes through outsourcing.
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Banks, especially those in developed markets, that wish to survive and thrive through 2016 will have
no choice but to adopt one of the following strategic approaches to business and IT:

■ Optimizing their existing operating models. This will mean using technology to re-engineer,
and so dramatically simplify and streamline, their current styles of customer interaction and
processing, to make them more attractive to customers, more efficient and more cost-effective.

■ Transitioning to new, self-service-oriented operating models. This might be called the
"budget airline" option — a complete technological and cultural shift that prioritizes the lowest-
priced products and services, with zero customization, and sacrifices the personal relationship
with the customer.

■ Designing mass-market "concierge" services. This approach combines extensive
technology-enabled self-service options with exception-based trusted advisory services for
customers who cannot resolve issues on their own and are prepared to pay a premium for
personalized service.

Greatly expanded and more effective use of outsourcing in general, and cloud-based outsourcing in
particular, will be critical to success in any of these approaches to financial services business and IT
transformation. To meet this demand, the supply side will need to add three things:

■ Cloud services brokerages (CSBs), designed specifically for banking and investment services
firms, that make it easier to bundle together different cloud services and consume them via a
single point of contact

■ Community clouds that deal with industry-specific requirements, such as regulatory
compliance, data security, business continuity management and the need for specialized
domain knowledge

■ Low-cost industrialized utilities that service multiple tenants, with minimal customization and
avoiding cross-border issues

Recommendations:

Bank CIOs:

■ Rigorously separate commoditized from differentiating activities at every level (IT architecture,
applications, services and products).

■ Move away from a complete dependence on private cloud and one-to-one outsourcing deals,
and complement them with hybrid cloud models and one-to-many outsourcing deals.

■ Investigate community clouds, CSBs and low-cost industrialized utilities.

Related Research:

"Banks That Are 'Too Big to Fail' Are Also Too Big to Succeed"

"Hype Cycle for Cloud Services Brokerage, 2013"
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"Avoid Critical Mistakes In the Move From Traditional to Hybrid Cloud Outsourcing"

Strategic Planning Assumption: By 2015, 50% of bank mobile apps will be accessed using partly
or entirely proprietary device authentication systems rather than bank authentication systems.

Analysis by: Alistair Newton

Key Findings:

■ Apple's moves to deploy biometric authentication solutions on some of its mobile devices, while
still in the early stages, represent an important signal of the direction mobile authentication will
take across various industries, including banking.

■ The coming profusion of banking apps and digital wallets will require easy-to-use customer
authentication solutions.

■ Usability will prove to be more important for consumer acceptance of banks' mobile apps than
the absolute strength of authentication systems.

■ Early customer adoption will be for low-risk, single-function bank apps, because full-service,
multifunction apps with accompanying higher risk profiles for fraud and misuse will require
higher levels of authentication.

Market Implications:

Initial deployments of these biometric authentication solutions may imply an open-source approach
to reusing the functionality for access to mobile apps. However, banks must be aware of the risks
associated with allowing third parties such as mobile phone providers — which are, by definition,
outside their span of control — to authenticate their customers. The use of social login indicates the
limitations of re-using customer security credentials, and banks will be likely to resist using any form
of data sharing that these service providers may require.

Consumer use of these biometric authentication solutions for other nonfinancial applications will
raise the bar in terms of customer expectations of ease of use for those from banks. Banks will, at
the very least, need to enhance existing customer identification and verification solutions in use for
their mobile applications.

Recommendations:

■ Banks' technology and business leaders should explore the broader options for strong
identification customers in a mobile environment, including a wider focus on location and other
non-hardware-based biometric authentication solutions.

■ They should also address a broad review of customer identity and privacy issues, with the
objective of establishing the bank as a primary player in authenticating the identity of its
customers in the digital world.
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Related Research:

"Digital Wallet Solution Segmentation Model"

"Gartner's Digital Banking Taxonomy"

"A Decision Framework for Deploying Banking Apps"

Strategic Planning Assumption: By 2015, conflicting regulatory, cloud, information, mobility and
social networking demands will force hybrid IT and data strategy adoption by large banks.

Analysis by: Mary Knox

Key Findings:

■ Some regulatory requirements (for example, the risk data aggregation mandates of the Basel III
Accord) and digital banking strategies fueled by the Nexus of Forces make it necessary for
banks to have complete views and consistent IT systems and business processes across
relationship, product, channel, geographical and transactional silos. This need will drive IT and
data strategies that stress centralization at an enterprise and a cross-enterprise level.

■ Other regulations (such as country-specific rules against data comingling, and housing of data
outside national borders) limit the ability to centralize data and sensitive-data-related processes.
Similarly, some Nexus-driven digital banking strategies demand the differentiation of low-
latency, localized and personalized services across heterogeneous products, services, delivery
mechanisms and users. This will mandate IT and data strategies that stress decentralization at
an individual bank, regional, line-of-business and business-unit level.

■ These facts mean banks must adopt hybrid approaches that combine both centralized and
decentralized IT and data architectures, governance and sourcing. These hybrid approaches
may cross business unit, line-of-business, regional, enterprise and industry levels (such as
through the use of industry utilities and public or community cloud services).

Market Implications:

Banks are operating in an increasingly complex and demanding environment. In response to
regulatory requirements, and both the risks and the opportunities posed by the Nexus of Forces,
large banks will seek to selectively outsource application functionality and data management
activities, while retaining other application and data functionality inside their own firewalls.
Outsourcing options will include public and community cloud providers and industry utilities.
Similarly, banks will seek to more selectively centralize data and application functionality internally,
based on factors such as commonality across the bank, rate of data and functional change, and
range and sensitivity of performance requirements. Other data and functions such as business-unit-
specific analytics will be left decentralized.

Service-oriented-architecture-compliant componentization, business process management
enablement for orchestration across discrete and sometimes distributed application components
and data, and efficient data transformation and integration will be key capabilities of modernized
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bank architectures. As applications and data remain or become more distributed while demands for
accessibility and oversight increase, coordinated governance across enterprise, line-of-business,
business unit and regional levels becomes critical.

Banks that fail to address regulatory and Nexus-related requirements by appropriately balancing
centralization and decentralization demands will:

■ Through overcentralization, stifle innovation and increase time to market, making it impossible
to adapt to market requirements

■ Through overdecentralization, fail to provide the necessary accessibility to respond to market
requirements and fail to institute appropriate controls to respond to regulatory requirements

Recommendations:

■ Standardize and centralize data, applications and governance wherever it is both possible and
appropriate, but embrace heterogeneity with hybrid approaches that balance centralization with
decentralization. The policies underlying these approaches must be formalized and enforced at
the enterprise level.

■ Evaluate sourcing alternatives for data and application functionality (see "Best Practices for Big
Data Maturity in Financial Services") — including packaged applications, internal development
or customization, outsourced services (including public or community cloud), and centralized
versus decentralized internal deployments — based on their ability to support business
requirements for competitive differentiation balanced against the benefits accruing from
economies of scale and time to market created by standardization or centralization.

■ Invest in layered governance to ensure the protection of enterprise strategies that require
capabilities, such as shared data and functionality, while enabling agile response to local
business opportunities, risks and regulation. For example, a golden copy of reference data may
be maintained at the enterprise level, but additional treatments to and utilization of that data
may be decentralized at the business unit level.

Related Research:

"Hype Cycle for Bank Operations Innovation, 2013"

"Make Sure 'Operations Innovation' Is Not an Oxymoron in Your Bank"

"Financial Services Firms Need to Choose Between Industry-Standard or Single-Source Offerings"

"Best Practices for Big Data Maturity in Financial Services"

Strategic Planning Assumption: By 2018, Tier 1 banks will compete to sell payment services to
nonbank digital wallet providers, increasing the fragmentation of the digital wallet marketplace.

Analysis by: Christophe Uzureau
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Key Findings:

■ The role of the hybrid digital wallet model is becoming more important in dealing with network
economics and improving margins by limiting reliance on complex cross-industry ecosystems
(with associated revenue-sharing agreements damaging margins).

■ The hybrid process of authenticating and initiating the authorization of a transaction via a digital
wallet solution requires the use of both local credentials (located on the consumer device) and
networked credentials (stored and accessed remotely).

■ There is no one type of hybrid model, because providers must balance the mix of local and
networked credentials, depending on the context and location of the transaction.

■ Developing digital wallet hybrid solutions demands new business and IT skills within banks as
well as enhanced risk management expertise to succeed.

Market Implications:

The drive to open up digital wallets faces significant technical and business-model issues. To deal
with those challenges, Gartner expects the ongoing move toward the hybrid model for accessing
secure credentials to accelerate during the next five years. The hybrid model gives digital wallet
providers greater independence and control, and enables them to capture an increasing range of
transactions (see "Gartner's Digital Wallet Solution Segmentation Model"). Strong risk management
skills will be needed to succeed under the hybrid model, and few providers currently have the
necessary capabilities. Banks, card networks and PayPal do, but Google, Isis and many emerging
providers do not.

Banks can derive particular benefit from supporting the hybrid model due to their risk management
expertise. Few other providers have this attribute, which in turn will also generate opportunities for
banks to provide payment services in exchange of "innovation" capture. As a result, competition
among Tier 1 banks to provide payment services to nonbanks will be a source of innovation and will
enable new providers to develop digital wallet solutions.

Banks will, however, have to balance the fee revenue potential with supporting new competitors for
their own digital wallet solutions.

Recommendations:

■ CIOs, chief security officers (CSOs) and heads of payments should use the hybrid credentials
approach to reduce their banks' current dependency on cross-industry models for proximity
payment solutions.

■ CIOs, CSOs, heads of payments and heads of digital banking should reuse existing interfaces
within their digital banking offerings to enable customers to define security preferences and
alerts for hybrid digital wallet solutions.

■ CIOs, CSOs and heads of payments of banks with transaction banking operations should
explore the ability to deliver payment services to support hybrid models of third-party providers.
They should, however, also ensure that they have the necessary analytics to balance the
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revenue from the payments business (selling payment services to other providers) and the
business of payments (using payment services to support their banking franchises).

Related Research:

"Gartner's Digital Wallet Solution Segmentation Model"

"Banks and PayPal Are Winning the Trust Battle for Consumer Digital Wallets"

A Look Back

In response to your requests, we are taking a look back at some key predictions from previous years.
We have intentionally selected predictions from opposite ends of the scale — one where we were
wholly or largely on target, as well as one we missed.

On Target: 2011 Prediction — Through 2013, the risk of failed core banking deployments will
increase by 30% due to fewer qualified implementation resources (see "Predicts 2011: Bank and
Investment Firms' Core Applications and Application Infrastructure Are at Risk").

This was generally close to the mark. The only reason it cannot be considered completely on target
is that there have been fewer core banking implementations in the past year. This allowed some
slack on the demand side, and overall project implementations success rose slightly from a low in
2012. However, Gartner expects the pace of these implementations to reaccelerate, and the strain
on available resources and the risk of failure to increase and come closer to the predicted level (see
"Magic Quadrant for International Retail Core Banking").

Missed: 2010 Prediction — By 2013, crime and flawed practices will make the cost of providing
real-time e-banking unacceptable (see "Predicts 2010: In Banking and Investment Services,
Business as Usual Won't Meet New Customer Demands").

This prediction was missed because customers' demand for up-to-the-minute account information
through online and mobile banking has prevailed over both their and their banks' security concerns.
Cyberattacks and fraud have raised the cost and risk of digital banking — which in the prediction
includes e-banking —primarily for the banks. Despite this, financial services providers will continue
to both support and expand these capabilities — at least for the time being — in response to
customer demands. The concerns expressed in this prediction remain serious issues for CIOs.
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